Owner’s Manual

Sooner or later you’ll need to clean your mat

LakeMat Pro

Medium | Large | XL

MuckMat Pro

Medium | Large | XL

Before you begin…

Silt will settle on your mat, eventually creating a base for weeds to grow on top of it.

How often?

Depending on how quickly silt settles in your beach, cleaning once in spring, summer
and fall is usually enough. Use your own good judgement.

How To Clean Your Mat?
LakeMat Pro

Should be moved once month. Moving it through water, just below the surface is a
great way to clean it . Water passes over it like air over an airfoil, washing off the silt. If
silt builds up too much you’ll need to clean it before moving it —
Because one-inch of silt weighs about two tons.

MuckMat Pro

Aren’t usually moved. A simple way to clean one, (or LakeMat Pro) on the lake bottom
is just sweep it off with a push broom, or push silt off with a squeegee, or an
upside-down lake rake (teeth pointing up).

Boatlift Mats & Dock Mats

The backwash from boat motors blows away silt, cleaning them isn’t usually
necessary.

Boatlift Mats & Dock Mats

Boatlift L / XL | Jetski Mat | Dock Mat L / XL | Pontoon Mat

Fancy cleaning methods

Anything that moves water: the discharge hose of a trash pump, good submersible
pumps, commercial blowers like Aqua Sweep, backwash from a jet ski, or a boat
motor, a power washer with a driveway cleaner attachment, a kayak paddle, a herd of
Labrador Retrievers … you get the idea. Whatever moves water, moves silt.

Leave it in or take it out?

All our mats may be left in all year, ice and cold can’t hurt them. Make sure you leave it
in at least 18-inches of water depth. You can remove mats and store them over the
winter if you wish.

Be Responsible

If you’re unwilling to spend five minutes a month to move a LakeMat, or 10 minutes a
season sweeping off a MuckMat, hire someone to do it. Take care of your mat and it
will take care of you.
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Save this manual for cleaning instructions.

For more information on mat maintenance, visit Lakematshop.com
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LakeMat Pro

Medium | Large | XL

LakeMat Pro - Medium
12’ x 14’ ft

LakeMat Pro - Large

12’ x 19’ ft

LakeMat Pro - XL

12’ x 24’ ft
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Corners
Short polls
Long pools
12’ x 14’ Mat
Stakes
Long Zip Ties
Short Zip Ties
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Corners
Short polls
Long polls
12’ x 19’ Mat
Stakes
Long Zip Ties
Short Zip Ties
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Corners
Short polls
Long polls
12’ x 24’ Mat
Stakes
Long Zip-ties
Short Zip-ties
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LakeMat Pro

Medium | Large | XL
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Lay out mat on shore with frame pieces by
corners.
Long polls on long sides, short polls on short
sides. (This example is a 12’x24’).
Insert small end of a frame piece into sewn
pocket. Corners must go in last.
Repeat on all sides. Be sure all polls are inserted
in the same direction, clockwise or
counter-clockwise - either is fine.
We suggest a wrap or two of duct tape around
each frame joint.
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Push down until fully seated. You can
tap on the joint with a mallet to “vibrate”
pieces into place.
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Lift corner and straight poll on angles,
then seat straight poll into corner to get
them started.
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Fasten “center” stakes on underside
of mat by passing zip-ties through
slits in center of fabric.
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Plastic stakes are provided. If desired,
“loosely” connect stakes to frame
corners with long (24”) zip-ties.

Place LakeMat Pro in desired location, in water at least one-foot deep. No need to

rake or pull weeds first. Push “center” stakes and corner stakes into lake bed, if needed.

Move LakeMat Pro every 4 to 5 weeks to reveal clear, weed-free lake bottom. It will

stay weed-free the rest of the year. Place it on adjacent weeds.

LakeMat Pro is like a drop cloth ~ not a carpet.
These “center” stakes help prevent
mat from “billowing” as gases are
released from weeds decaying.
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Connect corner flap to frame by passing zip-tie through slit cut in mat.

Drop cloths are made to catch paint drops, sawdust and other debris to protect your
floor. Silt and other debris settles on your LakeMat Pro. It gets washed off when you
move it. In winter, you can leave LakeMat Pro in your lake, in water at least 18-inches
deep. Or, you can take it out if you wish.
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MuckMat Pro

Medium | Large | XL

MuckMat Pro - Medium
12’ x 14’ ft

MuckMat Pro - Large
12’ x 19’ ft

MuckMat Pro - XL
12’ x 24’ ft
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4 Corners
4 Short polls
4 Long polls
1 12’ x 14’ Mat
1 Geogrid
17 Zip-ties

4 Corners
4 Short polls
6 Long polls
1 12’ x 19’ Mat
1 Geogrid
18 Zip-ties

4 Corners
4 Short polls
8 Long polls
1 12’ x 24’ Mat
1 Plastic geogrid
21 Zip-ties
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MuckMat Pro

Medium | Large | XL
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Lay out mat on shore with frame pieces by
corners. (Place geogrid off to the side)
Long polls on long sides, short polls on short
sides. (This example is a 12’x24’).
Insert small end of a frame piece into sewn
pocket. Corners must go in last.
Repeat on all sides. Be sure all polls are inserted
in the same direction, clockwise or
counter-clockwise - either is fine.
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We suggest a wrap or two of duct tape around
each frame joint.

Push down until fully seated. You can
tap on the joint with a mallet to “vibrate”
pieces into place.
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5

Lift corner and straight poll on angles,
then seat straight poll into corner to get
them started.

*There are no plastic stakes with MuckMat Pros.
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Move framed mat on to geogrid

Fasten geogrid to frame with 2
zip-ties per corner, positioned close
to the fabric (as shown).
Then connect corner flaps.
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Connect corner flap to frame by
passing zip-tie through slit in mat.
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MuckMat Pro

Medium | Large | XL
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Zip-tie connects mat to geogrid

Be sure the zip-tie “pokey
ends” point down.
Fasten geogrid with zip-ties to mat
through slits cut in fabric running
down the “center” of MuckMat Pro.
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Place MuckMat Pro in desired location, no need to rake or pull weeds first.

Walk on it to compress weeds in needed.

Muck holds gases from decaying organic matter. Your MuckMat is designed to

release gases. Depending on the volume of gas, you may want to set temporary
weights, like flat patio stones in spots where gases get trapped, or permanent weight,
like sand over the entire mat.

Excess geogrid can be folded under and fastened with zip-ties, cut off with nippers

or overlapped if using multiple MuckMats together.
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Using sand. Many people use sand, it makes a solid, natural-looking bottom and

feels great to walk on. Two to three inches of “mortar” (also called “washed”) sand is
common. Your MuckMat. If you can sand your mat, start around the outside edges and
spiral inward.
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Boatlift Mats & Dock Mats

Boatlift L / XL | Jetski Mat | Dock Mat L / XL | Pontoon Mat

Boatlift - Large
14’ x 14’ ft
4
4
4
1

Corners
Short polls
Long polls
Mat

Jetski Mat
9’ x 14’ ft
4
2
4
1

Corners
Short polls
Long polls
Mat

Dock Mat - XL
9’ x 14’ ft
4
2
4
1
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Corners
Short polls
Long polls
Mat

Boatlift - XL
14’ x 19’ ft
4
4
6
1

Corners
Short polls
Long polls
Mat

Dock Mat - L
6’ x 14’ ft

4 Corners
4 Straight polls
1 Mat

Pontoon Mat
14’ x 24’ ft
4
4
8
1

Corners
Short polls
Long polls
Mat
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Boatlift L / XL | Jetski Mat | Dock Mat L / XL | Pontoon Mat

2

3

Lay out mat on shore with frame pieces by
corners.Long polls on long sides, short polls on
short sides.
*Dock Mats have no short polls, they fit “corner
into corner” on the short sides.
Insert small end of a frame piece into sewn
pocket. Corners must go in last.
Repeat on all sides. Be sure all polls are inserted
in the same direction, clockwise or counter-clockwise - either is fine.
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Lift corner and straight poll on angles,
then seat straight poll into corner to get
them started.
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Push down until fully seated. You can
tap on the joint with a mallet to “vibrate”
pieces into place.

We suggest...

1

Before placing Boatlift Mat

Boatlift Mats & Dock Mats

The BoatLift Mat distributes the weight
of your lift and boat over a larger area
— plus it locks soft, mucky soil in place,
preventing your lift from sinking.
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Check for “voids” in your lakebed.

Walk the area. The bottom will seem uniformly mucky — and then you’ll literally, “step
into a hole.”
Boat motors can blow holes in lake bottoms, which then fill in with light silt. The bottom
looks uniform, but it really isn’t. If boats have moored at your dock — YOU LIKELY
HAVE A VOID. Voids are often right where you plan to set your rear footpads - where
most of the weight sets.

Do not set footpad directly on a void.

It’s like 3 legs on a 4-leg table — one corner hangs in space. Over time, it will fail.
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Place Boatlift Mat on consistent soil, either ahead of, or behind the void.
Do not set footpad directly on frame. The frame is designed to
hold lateral tension, not to bear weight directly.
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Once lift is installed, raise boat half-way. Allow time to observe how it
settles. If one corner sinks noticeably, it’s likely on a void. Remove boat to assess
and resolve the issue.

Placing a 16” patio paver on top of mat under each footpad.

Three reasons:

Weight transfers over a larger area.
Pavers won’t “stick” to mat.
You have a guide to place lift in the same spot each year.

All mat designs:
US Pat. 10.517.288.B2
US Pat. 10.159.240.B2

Thank you for being our customer!
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Proudly made in Michigan
By Lacey, Inc.
9860 Cherry Valley Ave. Unit #5
Caledonia, MI 49316
616-293-9101
616-340-1263

Lakematshop.com

